Cyber Insurance

Cyber risk protection
from an industry leader
Munich Re offers the expertise, financial strength, and custom insurance solutions
for businesses facing cyber threats.

Munich Re Specialty Insurance

Coverage overview
First party

Third party

Breach event management
Pays for breach management expenses from an actual
or suspected breach.

Technology liability
Pays for the insured’s legal liability from an act, error,
omission, breach of contract in the performance of
technology services, intellectual property infringement
(except patent), and failure of the technology product to
perform or serve the purpose intended.

Cyber extortion
Pays for loss from a cyber extortion event.
Business interruption
Reimburses for loss of gross profit and extra expense if
operations are disrupted by a malicious event, human/
administrative error or system failure.
Dependent business interruption
Reimburses for loss of gross profit and extra expense if
operations are disrupted by service provider.
Digital asset damage
Pays for the necessary costs to repair, restore, recollect
digital assets that are damaged from a business
interruption, cyber extortion or bricking event.
Cyber crime
Reimburses for loss of money from social engineering
or computer fraud emanating from the insured’s
computer system.
Reputational harm
Reimburses for loss of gross profit from a malicious
event made public.

Network security and privacy liability
Pays for the insured’s legal liability from a security or
privacy breach.
Regulatory liability
Pays for the insured’s legal liability in response to a
request for information, investigation or proceeding
from regulators that is based upon a security or privacy
breach.
Media liability
Pays for the insured’s legal liability from dissemination
of the insured’s content in electronic format that
results in forms of defamation, intellectual property
infringement (not patent) or violation of privacy.
PCI DSS liability
Pays for PCI claim expenses and PCI damages from a
claim arising out of network security and privacy
insured event.

Hardware replacement costs
Pays for the necessary costs to replace hardware or
part of the insured’s computer system damaged from a
malicious event.
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Capacity
Up to $10,000,000 primary and excess limits on major insuring agreements.

Appetite
A wide array of U.S. companies with global exposure.

Competitive features
Business interruption provides coverage for loss of gross profit and extra
expense from a disruption of an insured’s operations from a malicious event,
human or administrative error or system failure.
Dependent business interruption provides coverage for loss of gross profit and
extra expense from a disruption of an insured’s operations from a malicious event
occurring on a service provider’s computer system.
Digital asset damage is its own insuring agreement whether caused by a
business interruption, cyber extortion or a bricking event and it is not subject
to a waiting period.
Cyber crime pays for loss of money from social engineering and computer fraud
that emanates from the insured’s computer system.
Hardware replacement costs pays the costs incurred to replace non-functional
computer hardware or equipment that is part of your computer system due to a
malicious event.
Blanket vicarious liability coverage included in the wording on two fronts.
Liability insuring agreements pays for insured’s legal liability, and separate
blanket vicarious liability section eliminates the need to add customers of an
insured as additional insureds under the policy.
Contractual liability section in the @Tech policy provides an affirmative grant of
coverage for when an insured agrees to indemnify a client contractually for its
professional negligence.
Contractual liability exclusion is amended to not apply to the contractual liability
section, an exclusivity or confidentiality agreement, violation of an intellectual
property right (except patent), insured’s liability under the third party liability
insuring agreements, and violation of its privacy policy and terms of service.
Broad definition of network security and privacy insured event including a
privacy breach or failure to prevent one, DDoS attack, malware on or
transmission of and a security breach.
Broad definition of security breach includes a cyber attack and the physical
theft or loss of data in your care, custody or control that contains personal or
confidential information.
Broad definition of personal information based upon the California Consumer
Privacy Act.
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Competitive features
(continued)

Broad definition of regulatory claim includes request
for information, an investigation, or civil or
administrative proceeding by a regulatory authority
that governs cyber security or data privacy.
Broad definition of regulatory damages includes the
insured’s legal liability whether by settlement,
judgment or other dispute resolution process including
any civil fines and penalties insurable under the
applicable law most favorable imposed by a regulatory
authority.
Broad definition of technology insured event includes
any act, error, omission, neglect, misstatement,
misleading statement or breach of duty in the
performance of or failure to perform technology or
professional services; failure of technology products to
perform or serve the purposes intended; infringement
of intellectual property rights (except patent), various
personal injury torts, and failure of technology and professional services and technology products to meet any
applicable legal or industry standard concerning quality, safety or fitness for a particular purpose.
Broad definition of technology products includes products that facilitate the use of technology by combining the
processes and/or functions of hardware, firmware, software or source or object code that is designed, created,
development, assembled, manufactured, handled, installed, disposed of, leased or licensed, for or to others, sold or
distributed, including repairs or maintenance thereof.
Broad definition of technology services includes services that facilitate the use of technology by combining the
processes and/or functions of hardware, firmware, software or source or object code, including services in connection
with technology products, or with regard to information technology, internet or intranet services or telecommunications
services.
Policy does not have a planned outage exclusion, and recognizes that in this event the insured needs to voluntary shut
down its system due to a cyber attack and does so to mitigate its loss.

Munich Re Specialty Insurance - solutions for today and tomorrow.
Learn more at munichrespecialty.com
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Our service partners
We have designated Lewis Brisbois as our breach response law firm
handling all inquiries and notices from policyholders and brokers
24x7x365. We maintain local claims handling and authority in the US.
Policyholders have access to the eRiskHub portal, powered by
NetDiligence. eRiskHub provides tools and resources to help our
policyholders understand their exposures, establish a response plan,
and minimize the effects of a breach.
Cyberwrite is a cloud-based platform offering on-demand risk reports
for prospects and policyholders. The SAAS platform collects data ondemand from thousands of data and intelligence sources while
considering various risk indicators, based on customer data which is
provided by the user, conducts on-demand AI predictive analytics
using machine learning in order to benchmark the insured to similar
industry peers, identify vulnerabilities, and estimates the financial
impact of a cyber breach for the policyholder.
S-RM is a global cyber security consultancy company that helps
policyholders manage regulatory, reputational, and operational risks.
For our larger policyholders, S-RM provides two complimentary 90minute risk mitigation workshops (limit one workshop per policy
period). Workshop topics includes 1) Vendor Risk Program
Management 2) Incident Response Framework. Additionally, S-RM
offers a suite of risk management cyber security consulting services
available by request.
Prilock Security Inc. is a Security Awareness and Phishing Training
(SAT) company that provides cyber security education and phish
testing that impacts users and causes behavioral changes. Prilock has
developed the latest technology to enroll, deliver, track, and report a
company’s security briefings and simulated phish testing campaigns.
Services available upon request
For further details on these services or to enroll, please contact Corey
Wright @ corey.wright@munichre.com
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Contact us
Steve Pacheco
Tel: (562) 362-2179
steve.pacheco@munichre.com
Laurie Schwarz
Tel: (628) 245-6976
laurie.schwarz@munichre.com

Munich Re Specialty Insurance (MRSI) is a description for the insurance
business operations of affiliated companies in the Munich Re Group that
share a common directive to offer and deliver specialty property and casualty insurance products and services in North America.
The Cyber and Technology E&O coverage that is the subject of this brochure is offered, and any related services are provided, through Munich Re
Specialty Group Insurance Services, Inc. as underwriting manager with
underwriting authority provided by Munich Re Syndicate Ltd. – Syndicate
457, a marine and specialty insurance underwriter and surplus lines insurer
at Lloyds of London.
The information contained herein is intended for surplus lines brokers and
producers. It also is intended as general information only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of insurance. Any inquiries concerning Cyber and Technology E&O coverage should be directed through a
licensed surplus lines producer or broker. Any descriptions of coverage
contained in this information sheet are meant to be general in nature, may
not be available in every state, may vary by state, and do not include nor are
intended to include all of the actual terms, benefits, and limitations found
in an insurance policy. The insurance policy and not this information sheet
will form the contract between the parties thereto, and will govern in all
cases.
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